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equisolve.comIR WEBSITES REDEFINED
Endless Possibilities 

EquisoEquisolve combines design, automation, and expert service to offer the industry’s 
most advanced, user-friendly and comprehensive IR website solution. We 
understand investors, so we built our IR website platform to give them exactly what 
they want: a comprehensive, intuitive IR website that informs, listens, and responds. 
Because we also understand you and your challenges, our advanced platform allows 
us to keep your IR website current on a minute-by-minute basis – all without 
requiring your attention. From the smallest smartphones to the largest desktops, 
your your website will turn investors into shareholders.



equisolve.com

BEYOND THE BOX
Transform Your IR Website From Remarkably
Generic To The Pinnacle Of Excellence. 

Flexible Design & Layout
With the Equisolve system, you have complete flexibility with both 
the design and the layout, giving you total control over your IR 
website. 

FFlexibly Automation & Programing
Our proprietary content management system has no limits to what 
can be automated or features that can be created to reduce your 
workload. Identify any repetitive task and we will either automate 
it or make it painless and easy to manage.



Careful Planning. Flawless Execution.

It It takes a great deal of sophisticated technology and data analysis to create a great 
online user experience. But a great website is not about flashy technology, big data, or 
dazzling graphics. It’s about what visitors think and feel as they consume content and 
navigate your website. A great IR website is about getting visitors where they want to 
go as quickly and efficiently as possible. It’s about transmitting the subtle but very 
powerful message that your company has a clear mission, a consistent brand 
identity, and a great business model. It’s about signaling that you know what 
you’you’re doing, you can be trusted to perform, and that you care about your 
customers and your shareholders. Based on our analysis of more than 
500,000 visits to IR websites, we have made a quantum leap in terms 

of investor engagement – significantly improving investor 
acquisition and conversion online, and meaningfully 

reducing the amount of non-value-added 
investor interaction. 

USER EXPERIENCE



A Better Way Of Doing It

If you would like to reduce tedium and minimize the possibility of mistakes, 
then you will love what a sophisticated CMS platform will do for you. From 

the drag-and-drop simplicity to the database-driven system for 
managing content across multiple pages, you owe it to yourself to give 

it a try.
  

Less work, more accurate information, maximum 
compliance – most people would call that a good thing.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT



Speed Matters

Nobody likes a slow website, and your investors are no different. 
Equisolve’s infrastructure delivers the fastest websites from around the 
world. With more than 48 data centers spread across 18 countries, we are 

also the most reliable.

Security Breaches Are At An Epidemic Level

At EquisoAt Equisolve we take security seriously. With our 
industry-leading encryption, strong access control policies, 
SSAE 16 audited data centers, and unique closed-loop 
authentication system, you can sleep well at night 

knowing Equisolve has it handled.

INFRASTRUCTURE



Going Beyond Compliance Has Never Been Easier

YYour IR website from Equisolve will benefit from our extensive experience 
managing IR websites as well as our analysis of 500,000 unique investor 
visits each year. Because of this, we lead the industry in developing and 
implementing Best Practices.We know what investors are looking for 
and we have the expertise to give them exactly what they need. 
The advanced automation and proprietary features of our 
content management system maximize transparency, 
compliancompliance and investor engagement – without 
burdening your company’s busy executives. 

BEST PRACTICES



Better For Your Investors, Easier For You

WWe have redefined the user experience for visitors and participants while 
simplifying the process for those responsible for managing the IR Website 
and events. Registration and webcast streaming happen right inside your 
IR Website. No more third party links or changing URLs, and you get 
an exclusive, dedicated phone number that will never change. 
Additionally, when you order a webcast, it automatically adds the 
event to your IR website calendar. When the event is over it 
auautomatically updates the calendar with a streaming 
player for the replay. You can even manage your 
webcasts and teleconferences in the same 

place you manage your IR 
website.

INTEGRATED EARNINGS EVENTS



We Take Easy To A New Level 

We know how difficult IR website implementation can be,
but – quite simply – it doesn’t have to be that way.

We won’t send you pages of complex instructions or
a long to-do list for your IT department. 

With Equisolve it’s this easy:

1     Point your ir.subdomain to our servers 

2     Update a few links on your website 

3     There is no step 3

IMPLEMENTATION
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